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Definition: A “cartouche” is an enclosed area within a map, often 
in elaborate baroque or roccoco style, which variously contains the 
title, legend, dedication, author, figures, etc. the term stems from 
the Italian word cartoccio, meaning an oval to enclose the arms of 
the Pope or members of royal families. Scroll-like figures have been 
used from Egyptian to modern times to enclose inscriptions on 
tablets and pillars, but the earliest extant map to bear an 
embellishment that might be considered a cartouche is a 
manuscript map of the world (1448) drawn by Giovanni Leardo of 
Venice (#242) shown below. On that map the title is contained within 
“strap-work”. This device is also used on a manuscript map of Italy 
(1449), preserved in the Museo Civico Correr de Venezia, on which 
the title and certain geographical names are written within scroll-

like entablatures. Cartouches also appear on some of the earliest copper-engraved maps, 
e.g., those included in the first edition of Ptolemy's Cosmographia printed with maps, 
published at Bologna (1477).  
 By the middle of the 16th century the title and other legends were sometimes 
enclosed in a rectangular cartouche. As the 16th century proceeded, cartouches became more 
ornate with heavy strap-work or roll-work simulating shields with intricate rolled edges. 
Such designs were available in pattern books 
and were widely copied by architects and other 
designers as well as by mapmakers. Many of 
the Dutch maps of the 17th century have 
elaborate cartouches incorporating perspective 
views, hunting and fishing scenes, flora and 
fauna, human figures, cherubs, battle scenes, 
and so on. The decorative cartouche persisted 
into the era of the lithographic map. 

 Therefore a “cartouche” in cartography 
is any framed decorative emblem on a globe or 
map. Maps have always been a blend of art and 
science. It is the “art” in cartography that 
attracts me the most. Map cartouches may 
contain the title, the printer's address, the date 
of publication, the scale of the map and 
legends, and sometimes a dedication. Actually, 
the insertion of pictures and decorative design 
on maps predates by several centuries the 
introduction of the “cartouche” or panel(s) 
bearing the title and other facets about the map. 
The design of cartouches varied according to 
cartographer and period style. The innovator of 
the cartouche appears to have been the Italian 
line-engraver working in the 15th century and 
was without a doubt a response to the fact that color applied by hand to maps engraved on 
copper-plate obscured the fine lines of the engraver.  The earliest form of the ‘frame’ 
introduced by Italian engravers was a ‘strap-work’ motif in imitation of the ends of 
interwoven strands of soft leather of which the edges curled around the inscription. 
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Simple strap-work on	a map of the world from "Lafreri Atlas", c. 1564 

 
Cartouches were especially an important cartographic design element from the 15th 

to the 19th century, and even continue to be used on some more elaborate 21st century maps. 
Although cartouches are one of the most visually engaging elements on maps, and despite 
the fact that it is often through the decoration of the cartouche that the cartographer speaks 
most directly to the viewer, revealing his or her interests or prejudices, there has been no 
detailed study of them, no discussion of their earliest history or development, and no 
attempt to interpret the symbolism of a large number of them together.  
 The incorporation of the cartouche on maps and globes seems to have been purely a 
European design. Asian and Islamic cartographers did not follow this design approach on 
their maps.  By the 16th century architectural and figurative elements (like coats of arms, 
flora and fauna and indigenous people) are added. Flemish and Dutch engravers adapted 
the practice and introduced many pseudo-classical figures. Under their initiative the artistic 
effect was increased by the careful application of brilliant colors. The art of the map 
cartouche even became a special branch of artwork in the Netherlands. However, sometimes 
the subject of the cartouches bore little relationship to the maps that they illuminated.  
 In the 16th, 17th and 18th centuries, allegorical figures populated the title cartouches 
and borders of European maps of the world. These allegorical and mythological figures 
helped narrate the symbolic global landscape created by these maps. Both the allegorical 
figures and the geometric rendering of oceans and landmasses in the maps represented, 
valorized, and simplified geographic information in ways that invested it with emblematic, 
iconic, and cultural meanings that were important to the people who produced, circulated, 
and used the maps. Alex Zukas in his article “Class, Imperial Space, and Allegorical 
Figures” concludes that allegorical art forms and maps have an abstracting and epitomizing 
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function. They reduce the complexity of abstract ideas and the physical world to culturally-
understood and -transmitted symbols. Theorists of allegory contend that, “since allegory 
literally means ‘about something else,’ the nature and form of the allegory tell us more 
about the artist and spectators than the subject.” This study confirms that theory. Allegorical 
figures were invented in the Renaissance to serve upper-class education and the attributes 
given to these figures were reflections of upper-class life and beliefs, even, or especially if, 
they had classical precedents. Artists, often working within a structure of patronage, crafted 
the allegorical figure of Europe for and about the elites who stood at the apex of social, 
cultural, and political life, much like the figure of Europe in relation to the other continents. 
Gender is significant: “In the case of allegorical America, early modern European viewers 
were expected to know that continents, like all manner of lands, could be rendered in 
picture, verse, and prose, as females. Further, like females, they could be conquered, 
explored, and possessed (and, perhaps, even exist for this purpose). They could be 
compliant or resistant . . .” While gender and certainly race in the case of Africa’s attributes 
are central to understanding the cultural import of allegorical figures of the continents, other 
attributes like class have been important as well but have tended to be overlooked. While 
many historians acknowledge the specifically class and imperial origins and content of the 
allegories of the four continents in regal and noble pageants, it is usually in passing and 
they switch their focus, understandably in many cases, to the quite evident racial and 
gender content of the images and ignore their class content and bias. The imperial content is 
gendered and racialized and projected overseas and it remains unrelated to class, hierarchy, 
and imperialism within Europe. 
 The cartographic cartouche had its heyday in the Baroque period (1600-1750). The 
cartouche took on a more attenuated and asymmetrical shape in the Mannerist style with 
the next generation of engravers. In the 17th century, map engravers shifted to the more 
naturalistic imagery favored by Baroque artists, combining motifs drawn from nature with 
figurative imagery based on classical mythology and allegorical themes. Map engravers 
drew heavily on pattern books also popular with other artists and craftsmen.  
 Toward the end of the 18th century ornamental effects in cartography became less 
popular, their style developed to simple oval or rectangular fields with inscriptions. With 
the acceptance of a more restrained and plainer style of mapmaking introduced by French 
cartographers in the 18th century, the cartouche came increasingly to resemble the title page 
of a book. However, even with the emphasis on more scientific and accurate geographical 
content, the incorporation of decorative cartouches continued into the 19th century as 
evidenced by the popular Illustrated Atlas by John Tallis/John Rapkin (#801). 
 Cartouches are the elaborate decorations that frame map titles and other information 
about the map because they add an artistic or symbolic narrative to the maps they describe. 
According to map historian Edward Lynam, cartouches that frame titles first appeared on 
Italian maps in the 16th century. They persist on maps until the middle of the 19th century, 
going through many stylistic changes. Below are selected cartouches from maps beginning 
in the 16th century and ending in 1852. The cartouche styles in this 200+ year period are 
remarkable for their diversity, symbolism, social commentary, and artistic beauty. Many of 
the cartouches appear to have iconographic meanings that may be lost to us today. Others 
are just wildly ornate, attempting to give the map they introduce a more arresting aspect.  
 One factor relating to the inclusion of elaborate cartouches is the apparent phobia of 
having too much empty space on the map (horror vacui), therefore most cartouches were 
placed in the apparent empty oceans, as shown below. Chet Van Duzer in a short article, 
“With Savage Pictures Fill their Gaps’: On Cartographers’ Fears of Blank Spaces” argues 
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that horror vacui was widespread among cartographers, especially during the 16th and 17th 
centuries. If the cartographer did not know what was in a particular area, he often placed a 
large cartouche or graphic to obscure the issue. Some scholars have denied that this impulse 
was a factor in the design of maps, but the question has never been examined carefully. The 
maps exhibited here show that a fear of empty spaces on maps, or at least a fondness for 
filling every available space, was indeed an important factor in the design of maps, at least 
for some cartographers, from the 16th to the early 18th century. In the late 17th and 18th 
centuries maps began to be thought of as more purely scientific instruments, cartographic 
decoration declined generally, and cartographers managed to restrain their concern about 
spaces lacking decoration in the interest of presenting their work as modern and 
professional. Some cartographers adopted this new aesthetic before others, but as more and 
more cartographers did so, maps adopted their typically unadorned modern appearance. 
 The role of maps as tools of “colonial control” is well known; the cartouches on maps 
are the places where the cartographer often signals to the viewer his or her interests or 
prejudices. These colonialist messages conveyed by cartouches are explored by Chet Van 
Duzer who examines colonialist imagery in several cartouches from the end of the 17th to the 
early 19th century both to show the visual vocabulary of this colonialist discourse. 
 And, finally, cartouches were obviously a way for cartograpgers/printers to attract 
sponsors and clients to purchase such maps made more attractive by these beautiful 
additions. 
 Zukas states that neither maps nor allegorical figures are neutral mirrors of the 
world. Their design is shaped by aesthetic trends but they are also mediated by the power 
structures of society and are shaped by the preferences, conscious or unconscious, of the 
designers and, in the early modern world, their often wealthy patrons. The allegorical 
dimension informs and frames, sometimes literally, the reading of an early-modern map 
and helps narrate the story the map tells as a cultural and ideological construction of space 
by and for the upper and middle classes of Europe. The educated men and women of these 
classes regarded symbols, emblems, and allegories as aids to interpretation in a number of 
intellectual contexts. Allegory was considered a noble and learned art. They were “Often 
printed on a large scale, frequently coloured [sic] and embellished with ornamental devises 
[sic] and borders, these were luxury items for display or collection.” 
 The allegorical figures of the continents were part of a larger symbolic landscape 
crafted by the cartographers whose maps are explored herein. Both the allegorical figures 
and the geometric rendering of oceans and landmasses represented, valorized, and 
simplified geographic information in ways that invested it with emblematic, iconic, and 
cultural meanings for elites who guided imperial and colonial projects for their states, their 
joint-stock companies, and themselves. As powerful vehicles of upper-class cultural 
propaganda and a slippery visual form, allegorical figures deserve more attention from 
historians, especially historians of cartography who can assess their ideological charge and 
examine shared artistic conventions and iconographic and spatial codes familiar to upper-
class and increasingly middle class audience that may have deep political implications at the 
time and whose meaning may have changed due to a changing political and economic 
culture. 
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Americae Pars Magis Cognita, 1624, Theodore De Bry displays several ornate cartouches 
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Typical cartouche on Ortelius’ map Americae sive Novi Orbis Nova Descriptio, 1570 
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Africa, 1599 by A.F. Langren/ Linschoten, is a great example of horror vacui  

[the fear of blank spaces] on maps. 
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Ukraine pars by Guillaume Levasseur de Beauplan, 1600 

Contains both allegorical figures and real-world hunting figures 
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Virginiae Item et Floridae Americae Provinciarum nova Descriptio, 1606,  

Mercator/Hondius (#443) 
 

 
Here the cartouche withy the map’s title is flanked by two native or settlers’ villages 
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America, 1606, Jodicus Hondius 

Besides the title cartouche at the top, the lower one emphasizes the indigenous people and their 
customs of the New World. 

 

 
Enlivening the map are many illustrations of New World natural life, European and Indian sailing 
vessels, and sea monsters. The large scene in the lower left depicts South American Indians engaged 
in one of the most unusual methods known to produce beer. In the vignette, women are seen chewing 
the tough manioc root and then expectorating it into a large bowl; enzymes in the saliva activate the 
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fermenting process. Beer is still produced today in largely the same manner by the Jivaro tribe in 
Ecuador and consumed by them in truly astonishing quantities literally gallons per day, it has been 

reported. 
 

 
 
 
 

 
Cartouches on the terrestrial globe of Pieter van den Keere, 1612 
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Hendrik Hondius, Nova totius Terrarum Orbis geographica ac hydrographica tabula, published by 
Jan Jansson, Amsterdam, 1633, 40 x 56 cm. 

 
Hendrik Hondius ornamented his spectacular world map of 1630, Nova totius terrarum orbis 
geographica ac hydrographica tabula, with male and female emblems of the continents: men as 
representatives; women as personifications. He added inset portraits of Julius Caesar, 
crowned with laurels, Ptolemy, decked in 17th century garb, Mercator, and his own father, 
the cartographer Jodocus Hondius, in the four corners of the map. Jutting up between the 
curves of the two hemispheres, crowned and enthroned in regal majesty, sits Queen Europa, 
receiving tribute from the other, female continents. 
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Africa, 1631, Henricus Hondius 

A simple cartouche identifying the title, author and date. 
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The title page from Britannia, 1670, John Ogilby (#479) 
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A strip map by Ogilby showing the roads from London to Aberisthwith 
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China, 1690, Vincenzo Coronelli (#488) 

 
Below are examples that this map has of the elements of a cartouche: title, scale, compass 
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World polar map, 1703, Henrich Scherer (#492) 

Scherer’s maps always contained strong religious themes 
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A New and Correct Map of the World, Laid Down According to the Newest Discoveries and from the 

most Exact Observations, by Herman Moll, Geographer (1732. orig. 1709). 
 

 
 

Given its location, the dedicatory cartouche carried great visual weight and sustained the imperialist 
and expansionist narrative of the map. Instead of lying between the hemispheres at the top of the map 
of the map near Britain where one might expect it to reside given the dedication to King George II, it 

lay between the hemispheres at the bottom of the map where it abutted the open waters of the southern 
oceans. Placed there rather than near Britain, the viewer could easily imagine Britain’s reach 
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stretching across the oceans. Surrounding the cartouche, Poseidon/Neptune, the Greco-Roman god of 
the sea, held aloft on his trident - the symbol of his power over land and sea - a standard emblazoned 
with English, French, Scottish and Irish royal symbols. At a symbolic and discursive level, the god 

became a standard bearer of British dominion and legitimized the projection of British power over all 
the world’s seas. To reinforce the message, two fleets with their sterns to the viewer and sheets to the 
wind dominated the horizon. The whole effect was to proclaim British dominance over the seas, the 
circulatory system of long-distance trade, investment, and empire. The historian C. N. G. Clarke 
called cartouches “icons of possession” and we can see how the cartouche worked in this map to 

reinforce an overarching story involving navigation, expansion, and control. 
	

 

 
A New & Correct Map of the Whole World Shewing ye Situation of its Principal Parts... 1719. 

Herman Moll 
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The title cartouche of this map, designed by Louis Chéron and engraved by Elisha Kirkall, continued, 
in figurative form, the map’s unsettling narrative motif of adventure, risk, and reward. Juxtaposed 
figures and symbols in the cartouche encouraged readers to generate a story. What is immediately 

striking in the allegorical field created by the cartouche is that male figures dominated the scene. Men 
rather than women represented the four continents allegorically and all were armed. Standing in 

classical Greco-Roman poses, the continents had become masculinized and militarized after several 
centuries of intercontinental and international warfare. In comparing all four figures, the European 
and the Turk were the most richly dressed; expressing an upper-class standing that gave them access 

to an opulent material culture. They were seated at ease, perhaps an indication of their greater 
authority, holding banners with Christian and Muslim icons, the cross and the crescent, emphasizing 

cultural and imperial rather than racial differences and conflicts. The sparsely clothed Native 
American and African stood. Chéron depicted America and Africa here as “noble savages,” a favored 
cultural motif of 17th and 18th century European elites. The European was dressed anachronistically 
as a Roman soldier, an unmistakably European cultural symbol of imperial expansion, and was the 
only figure who looked directly at the viewer. These attributes cast Europe as a bold, expansionist, 
and imperialist continent. Visually, the “noble savages” were on the fringes of the scene while the 

religiously and culturally divided, belligerent, and imperialist “civilized and cultured” world 
occupied the center. The allegorical figures of America and Asia pointed down to the map below. In 

this way, the viewer was invited to imagine these peoples inhabiting the bordered landscape engraved 
on the map. Above the four figures is an allegorical scene that referred to different, if not 

incompatible, European cultural traditions. At the top of the cartouche was the Tetragrammaton (the 
Hebrew letters for Yahweh), a non-representational way to invoke God that Protestants preferred. 

The letters radiated in a sunburst that symbolized the Judeo-Christian god as the source of 
illumination and power that descended to the figures below. To the left a male figure in robes with a 

long beard, perhaps a Greek philosopher or lawmaker, sat on the ground with a quill writing in a 
book. His left hand rested on an Ouroboros or “tail-eating snake,” a pagan symbol of eternal return 
and nature’s cycles of rebirth. To the right stood the Roman goddess Fortuna who was dispensing 

wealth, sovereignty, and subordination, symbolized by a cornucopia, a crown, and shackles, to eager 
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and agitated supplicants who stood below her with outstretched arms. She rested her foot on an orb, 
the symbol of sovereign dominion. She was the only female figure in the cartouche. This syncretic 

scene presented a cosmological hierarchy where the Old Testament God’s power, laws, and providence 
were mediated by a pagan Greco-Roman male figure representing reason and a pagan female goddess 
representing good and bad luck. Symbols of knowledge, trade, war, money, power, and pain bound the 

world together and implied that the Judeo-Christian god oversaw - if not endorsed - it all and that 
fickle Fortune played as much a role in human fate as omniscient divine Providence. An alternative 
and somewhat less unsettling and disturbing interpretation, and one in line with the undertaking of 

risky voyages and the increasing interest of educated Britons in the role of risk, chance, and 
probability (also known as gambling) in their lives, would be that Chéron created a visual allegory of 
Leibniz’s contention in his 1710 book, Theodicy, that a benevolent Judeo-Christian god mitigated the 

contingent nature of life by exercising providential care, choosing the best outcomes among 
contingencies created by people or nature leading to “the best of all possible worlds,” and one in 

which an expansive Britain would find its rightful place, including in unlikely places like northern 
North America. In either case, the reader could relate the cartouche to other key signifiers on the map 
and to their real-world referents and readily construct a story that, in a world of highly competitive 

and belligerent states, overseas ventures involved great risk and peril but potentially great territorial 
gains and corporate rewards as well. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Saints displayed in the South Atlantic on the 1618 map by Domingos Sanchez 
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Zee-Togten Thomas Candys na de West Indien, 1707, Pieter Vander Aa (#487) 

A cartouche that emphasizes the commercial trading opportunities 
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America, 1706, Pieter Aa (#487) 
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Olearius' map of the Volga River, from the 1659 edition of Olearius' Relation du voyage d'Oléarius 
Adam en Moscovie, Tartarie, et Perse avec celui de I.A. De Mandelslo aux Indes Orientales - traduit 

de l'Allemand et augmenté par A. de Wicquefort. 
Olearius’ map of the lower Volga is the most important map 17th century map of the River. The map 

is also richly illustrated with views of a Russian log-dwelling with peasant farmers harvesting 
outside; a view of the city of Saratov; and a view of Astrakhan, Persia's city at the mouth of the 

Volga. Camels and a Tatar wagon appear in the foreground of the view, where Tatar merchants set 
out their wares.

 
 

Olearius participated in an embassy to Moscow and later to Persia, in an attempt to secure for 
Frederick III a favorable position at the end of the Silk Route. He travelled extensively in Russia and 

Persia, meeting with the Czar and the Shah. The party's descent of the Volga resulted in the first 
detailed mapping of the river and Olearius’ account of the expedition, first published in German in 

1646 and translated into French in 1656 and again in 1659, is one of the most important early 
accounts of European travels in Russia. 

Olearius map of the Volga is the most accurate 17th century map of the lower Volga river valley, then 
a key area along Europe's eastern frontier. Olearius' map was quickly copied by Jansson and was 
widely copied by other makers (with significantly less embellishment and detail) for the next 60+ 

years. The map is based upon a manuscript map created by Olearius himself. When he returned to 
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Moscow and presented the map to Czar Michael Romanov, the Czar offered Olearius a position as 
court astronomer (which Olearius refused).Olearius' mission as ambassador was to secure permission 

to use the Volga as a trade route to Persia, and so his accurate charting of the route was of vital 
importance. He observed that: "since in my opinion this river is one of the largest, longest and most 
remarkable in the world, I have explored it assiduously with the help of an expert Dutch navigator, 

Cornelius Clausen, and some Russian pilots; and reduced it to a map with the aid of compass, 
showing not only its course, its bends, angles and shores, but also its depths so as to indicate where 

one can navigate freely and safely, its sand banks, islands in it, and countries along its shores. 
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Map of China showing hunting and scales in the cartouche 
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Scale from a map of Europe, 1760 by Guillaume Delisle/Tobias Lotter 
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Carolo Allard, Hyberniae Regni in Provencias Ultonian, Ireland, 1730 
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Carte Nouvelle de la Mer du Sud, dressee par Ordre des principaux Directteurs des Memoires les 

plus recents et des Relations des Navigateurs les plus Modernes . . ., 1730, Henrick De Leth (#523.3) 
The beautifully engraved vignette cartouche includes a spectacular view of Dutch trading port at the 

Cape of Good Hope, set within and elaborate border decorated with monkeys and wild cats, and 
crowned with a plan of the fort. 
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A cartouche from Guillaume Del’isle’s World Atlas of 1703 with the title and a scale 
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Le Colonie Unite dell' America Settentrle; Mitchell, John; Raynal, G.T.; Antonio Zatta; 1778 

(Venice, Italy, edition by Zatta). 
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Mixture of allegorical and real-world figures in the cartouche 
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A cartouche from Carte de l'Egypte Ancienne et Moderne; Didier and Gilles Robert de Vaugondy; 
1753. 
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A cartouche from L'Empire de la Chine, Dresse d'apres les cartes de l'Atlas Chinois; Didier and 
Gilles Robert de Vaugondy; 1751. 
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A cartouche from L'Empire du Japon; Didier and Gilles Robert de Vaugondy; 1750. 
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Ver Totius Expeditionis Nauticae, 1595, Jodocus Hondius 

Circumnavigational routes of Sir Francis Drake and Thomas Cavendish, 
 with vignettes of Drake’s landings in the corners Nova Albion [California], Iava, Moluccas and 

Celebes and his ship the Golden Hind 
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Theatre de la Guerre en Espagne et en Portugal. Dresse sur les Memoires des plus Habiles Ingenieurs 
&cc: Presente a Charles. III...., by Pieter Mortier, 1700. Here is a beautiful large engraving depicting 

an episode of the War of the Spanish Succession, the embarkation of troops led by the Archduke 
Charles, mounted on horseback and surrounded by his nobles and captains; the scene is crowned by 

three angels on clouds 
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A cartouche from Etats du Grand-Seigneur en Asie, Perse, Pays des Usbecs, Arabie; Didier and 
Gilles Robert de Vaugondy; 1753. 
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Elegantly befurred hunters and trappers make a rich contrast with the complex symmetry of 
rhumb lines crisscrossing Johannes van Keulen’s chart of Europe’s far north. It comes from 
Van Keulen’s Great New and Improved Sea-Atlas or WaterWorld of 1682-84, almost his first, and 
certainly his most famous, production as a newly established publisher of sea charts. 
Decoration is sensibly confined almost entirely to the cartouche and the frame of the inset 
map of Jan Mayen Island. There are some Dutch whaling ships, but these are forthrightly 
rendered, and the vignette of whaler, longboats, and harpooned whale off Greenland has 
the documentary quality peculiar to the best 17th century maps. Dutch whaling and sealing 
expeditions had been active through the century, but formal exploration of the arctic had 
been in abeyance since the voyages of Willem Barents and Jacob van Heemskerck in the 
1590s. Though a party led by this intrepid pair survived (except for Barents) the first winter 
ever spent by Europeans in the arctic, the Dutch, finally rid of Spanish domination, were at 
last able to follow more comfortable southern routes to the East Indies; the search for a 
northeast passage beyond Novaya Zemlya was no longer the urgent matter that it had been 
for so long. Consequently, although Van Keulen's chart is full of all sorts of details reported 
by Dutch skippers on their return, its broader outlines are not much advanced beyond 
charts of the early 17th century.  
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Cartouche from the 1688 map by Vincenzo Maria Coronelli Partie Occidentale du Canada ou de la 
Nouvelle France... The title cartouche depicts Europeans with muskets defending themselves at the 

top of a rocky outcropping, at the bottom of which a group of scantily clad men are aiming their 
arrows at a small herd of cattle. The scale of miles cartouche includes the unnerving depiction of a 

human torso being roasted on a spit. 
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As mentioned, the role of maps as tools of colonial control is well known; the 

cartouches on maps are the places where the cartographer often signals to the viewer his or 
her interests or prejudices, but the colonialist messages conveyed by cartouches are 
somewhat underexplored. However, in Chet van Duzer’s article entitled “Colonialism in the 
Cartouche: Imagery and Power in Early Modern Maps”, he examines colonialist imagery in 
several cartouches from the end of the 17th to the early 19th century both to show the visual 
vocabulary of this colonialist discourse, and to stimulate further study of cartouches of this 
type. 

It is a commonplace in the literature on the history of cartography that maps can be 
both expressions of colonial ambitions and tools of colonial control—they are “specialized 
intellectual weapons by which power could be gained, administered, given legitimacy, and 
codified.” Imperial powers often used maps to depict desired territories as already in their 
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control, their cartographers effacing signs of indigenous possession and replacing (for 
example) indigenous place names with newly imposed ones, thus taking ‘possession’ of the 
territory. Maps can create attractive images of newly claimed lands to entice news colonists 
to settle there. Moreover, imperial powers have used maps as administrative instruments to 
control colonial territories in terms of surveying, conducting war, taxation, exploiting 
natural resources, and the centralization of government. 

The decorative cartouches on maps were special spaces where the cartographer 
could communicate his interests or desires to the viewer in a way that was not possible on 
the rest of the map, where the geography of the region was depicted. Van Duzer succinctly 
defines a cartographic cartouche as “a framed device on a map containing text or decorative 
elements, together with associated adjacent imagery”. A frame around the cartouche text or 
image is a constitutive element; this frame can be composed of many things, strap-work 
decoration, a rocaille frame, a landscape below and tree branches above, etc. While the 
frame is essential, it is important to recognize that images outside but adjacent to that frame 
are part of the cartouche’s decorative program. One common use of cartouches is to display 
information about the title and author of the map, but they can be used in other ways as 
well, to contain other texts or graphics, including inset maps. The following is an excerpt 
from Van Duzer’s article to illustrate the analysis of cartouches with respect to colonialism. 

The map below, titled Il Regno del Brasile parte nobilissima del Mondo nuovo..., designed and 
engraved by the artist Andrea Antonio Orazi (1670-c. 1749) to illustrate a book by João Jose de Santa 
Teresa (1658-ca. 1733) titled Istoria delle guerre del regno del Brasile accadute tra la corona di Portogallo, e la 
republica di Olanda (Rome, 1698) shows eastern Brazil, and is oriented with west at the top, as is 
common for maps of Brazil during this period. Along the bottom edge of the map are three 
cartouches. At the right, two putti hold a tapestry above a terrestrial globe on a shelf floating in the 
sea. On the tapestry is a long text about the size of Brazil, its discovery by Portugal, and the taking of 
the land “from the hands of the barbarians” (dale mani de’ Barbari conquistato); then it was invaded by 
the Dutch, and after a long war re-taken by the Portuguese in 1654. The cartographer adds that he has 
based his map on the latest reports and comparisons with the maps of the most expert 
cosmographers. Near the center there is a strap-work cartouche containing the map’s scales of miles, 
and to the left is the cartouche we will focus on here. This cartouche is to be considered closely with 
the image of cannibalistic dismemberment and cooking that is immediately adjacent to it on the 
mainland. 
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Three cartouches on Andrea Antonio Orazi’s map Il Regno del Brasile parte nobilissima del Mondo nuovo..., 
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Detail of a cartouche on Andrea Antonio Orazi’s map Il Regno del Brasile parte nobilissima del Mondo 

nuovo..., 
 

The cartouche consists of an elaborately decorated monument with human figures. At the top 
of the monument is the coat of arms of Portugal together with military symbols such as banners, a 
shield, and a club. Below, carved into the body of the monument, is a scene depicting a battle among 
European soldiers, which can only be the Portuguese victory over Dutch forces. Two putti stretch 
down from the coat of arms. The putto on the left holds a cross with a banner that reads Subegit gentes, 
[It conquers peoples], in which certainly Portugal is the subject, rather than the cross. In addition to 
the cross the putto holds a chain that is attached to a collar and a metal belt around the neck and torso 
of an indigenous woman who recoils in fear. She is identifiable as indigenous from her feathered 
headdress and skirt; she also wears a quiver and holds an arrow in one hand, but has dropped other 
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weapons, including a bow, another quiver, an ax, and several other arrows. In short, she is almost 
defenseless. 

The putto on the right brandishes a dagger in one hand and in the other holds a banner that 
reads Vicit hereses, [It conquers heresies], again referring to Portugal. The putto also holds a chain 
around the neck of a woman below, in this case a monstrous personification of Heresy with serpents 
for hair and serpentine tails who holds a serpent and consulting heretical documents. This is an 
elaboration of the personification of Heresy in Cesare Ripa’s influential Iconologia, with the addition 
of the serpentine tails. It is very interesting that the putto who is conquering the indigenous peoples 
holds a cross (rather than a weapon), while the putto who is conquering Heresy holds a dagger 
(rather than a cross). The implication seems to be that these two aspects of colonial subjugation, 
military and evangelistic, are inseparable. 
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Detail of cannibalism in Brazil 
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Emanuel Bowen, 1779 
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Emanuel Bowen, 1750 
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The River Avon, Robert Yate, Captain Greenville Collins' chart of the Avon 1693 
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South Devon, Greenville Collins, 1693 

Depicts the contemporary event, the landing of King William, November 5th 1688 
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A cartouche from Nouvelle carte de la Suisse, 1799, William Faden 
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Helvetiae pagi sive cantons XII, Johann Jakob Scheuchzer, 1711 
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Helvetiae pagi sive cantons XII, Johann Jakob Scheuchzer, 1711 
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Ukrainae pars, Guillaume Levasseur de Beauplan, 1600 

 

 
Cartouche on the map of the island of Bréhat, Pierre Collin, 1666 
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 N. America, 1842, Thomas T. Smiley 
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Title page to Tallis’ Illustrated Atlas, 1851 (#801) 

This atlas is beautifully illustrated with many vignettes on each map, while keeping the 
geographical/cartographical content clear, scientific and up-to-date. These cartouche elements provide 

an additional way to explore the territory being mapped. 
For more examples from Tallis’ Illustrated Atlas, see monograph #801. 
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The British Isles map showing vignettes of London, Edinburgh, Dublin and inset of Shetland Islands. 
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The 

Europe map with vignettes showing Slave Market, Seal Hunting, Lapland Travelers, Arabs and 
Camels. 
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A cartouche from Tallis’ map of Spain with bull fighting and a view of Madrid 
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A cartouche from Tallis’ map of Scotland showing Highlanders  

 
The reason that I love maps and have made a life-long study of them is simply that, 
aesthetically, they continually fascinate me. Each map has a multitude of endless points of 
fascination – the strange, often imaginary geography, the cultural history displayed, the 
pure artistry. Maps have been drawn for thousands of years; and during that time, the 
appearance of each map can very simply be attributed to one thing: the purpose for drawing 
the map. No, not every map was drawn in order to simply provide directions, or display 
some selected geographic content. Since they can never show everything (natural or 
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cultural), the map-maker, or cartographer as they came to be called, selected their content 
based upon the purpose(s) behind the map. Those maps that have survived through the 
centuries show clearly that the map-maker often had a very different purpose than to 
simply display selected geographic elements. The type and amount of these non-geographic 
elements varied widely and while some may be considered purely ornamental decoration, 
often times they had another more significant reason to be incorporated. Many of these non-
geographic elements were placed on maps to satisfy the patron of the map, while others 
were placed there to provide additional educational value to the potential audience. Some 
examples include the very decorative “cartouches” that contained the title or textual 
descriptions; the placement of historical and/or religious events; cities or settlements; or the 
rendering of ships, exotic animals and indigenous people or even sea monsters. It must be 
noted that during any period of map making there are those surviving examples that 
contain no “decorative” or non-geographic elements because, again, it depended on the 
purpose of the map as determined by its maker. 
 Of course, as mentioned, some will point out that many “decorative elements” such 
as exotic animals, ships and natives were placed on maps merely to fill-out the empty areas 
that were relatively unknown to the map-maker. While this may be true, it is more 
interesting to consider why the cartographer chose to display specific items – Was it to 
attract his audience with the exotic? Was it to educate his audience? Was he simply passing 
on information from sailors and travelers? 
 In the book Art and Cartography (edited by David Woodward), James A. Welu 
discusses all forms of art associated with cartouches on maps, including coloring, lettering 
and ornamentation. Woodward states that it has been commonly assumed that the history 
of cartography can be divided into two distinct phases: a “decorative phase”, in which 
geographical information was often portrayed inaccurately, and a “scientific phase”, in 
which decoration gave way to scientific accuracy. The famous cartographic historian Leo 
Bagrow delimited the subject matter of his seminal general work on the history of 
cartography in this way: “This book ends where maps ceased to be works of art, the 
products of individual minds, and where craftsmanship was finally superseded by science 
and the machine; this came in the second half of the 18th century.” In all but the most narrow 
definitions of “work of art,” it can readily be seen that art and science have coexisted 
throughout the history of mapmaking, as in the instance of starkly functional portolan charts 
existing contemporaneously with fanciful and moralistic medieval mappaemundi.  
 This definition of the term “work of art” is frequently equated with maps’ 
ornamental elements and nothing more. The term evokes intricate work on the cartouches, 
robust putti, sailing ships, animals, native customs, sea monsters, and other embellishing 
paraphernalia that account for so much of the decorative appeal of early maps. In my 
opinion the attraction and lure of these early, “pre-scientific” maps is their total artistic 
effort: both geographical and “ornamental”. 

For roughly a century, from 1570 to 1670, mapmakers working in the Low Countries 
brought about unprecedented advances in the art of cartography. The maps, charts, and 
globes issued during this period, at first mainly in Antwerp and later in Amsterdam, are 
distinguished not only by their accuracy according to the knowledge of the time, but also by 
their richness of ornamentation, a combination of science and art that has rarely been 
surpassed in the history of mapmaking.  

Just as maps of this period document the most recent geographical findings, they 
also exhibit the latest styles of ornamentation, from the semi-abstract mannerist designs of 
the late 16th century to the more naturalistic baroque imagery of the following century. The 
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ornament on these maps has often attracted as much attention as the maps’ geographical 
content. This interest in the decorative aspect of cartography is not characteristic only of our 
own time, when we have come to appreciate maps, particularly older maps, as works of art. 
Much of the ornamentation was not invented by the mapmakers themselves but was taken 
from contemporary, and in some cases much earlier, engravings and etchings. Borrowing 
ornament for maps was very common during this period. By the mid-16th century the 
publication of ornament prints designed specifically to be used by craftsmen in decorating 
objects was a well-established tradition. The designs cartographers used were also intended 
to be used by woodcarvers, stonemasons, silversmiths, and a host of other craftsmen. By this 
time most ornament prints were issued in sets. A set might range from five prints to as 
many as thirty-five; the ornament designers seemed to have prided themselves on the 
number of variations that could be made on a particular theme. A set of prints would 
frequently be issued with a title page and might well be sewn or bound into book form. The 
fate of these albums, however, was usually to be broken up and scattered, and doubtless 
thousands of them were destroyed by the craftsmen who used them. 

A series of seventeen ornament prints by Jacob Floris, published in Antwerp in 1566, 
inspired the ornamentation on at least half a dozen other maps in the Theatrum orbis terrarum 
(1570) by Abraham Ortelius. In borrowing from ornament prints, mapmakers did not 
hesitate to adapt them to their own particular needs. Designs were sometimes reproduced 
with few changes, but more often the cartographer used only part of the design. Mapmakers 
also cropped ornament designs in various ways. For instance, fragmented cartouches are 
found throughout the Theatrum. This style of ornamentation, which enjoyed a vogue in 
mapmaking during the second half of the 16th century, is typical of mannerist art, in which 
forms are often fragmented or seek the edge of the overall composition. 
 As Welu states, many of the 16th century designs that were published as ornament 
prints have become better known through the maps they appear on than through the 
original prints. For example, when the 19th century publisher Charles Claesen issued a 
collection of about eighty cartouches to be used by “stone and wood carvers, cabinetmakers, 
decorative painters, glass painters, art-metal workers and architects,” his main source was 
Ortelius’ Theatrum. Claesen, who credited all the cartouches to Ortelius, was apparently 
unaware that most were taken from earlier sources. 
 During the 17th century cartographic ornamentation became increasingly elaborate, 
and its content increasingly specific. The strapwork cartouches of the previous century, 
characterized by their abstract designs and anonymous figures, soon gave way to more 
naturalistic imagery, often centered on a particular theme. As a result many cartographers 
had designs made specifically for their maps. On some maps the designer of the ornament is 
given, and in some rare cases preparatory drawings have survived.  
 Even with the more elaborate cartographic ornamentation of the 17th century, many 
Dutch mapmakers still managed to copy from other works. But in contrast to 16th century 
cartographers, who borrowed mainly from ornament prints, those of the following century 
relied more heavily on figurative prints. Some of the most elaborate cartographic cartouches 
of this period are found on wall maps.  
 The borrowing of ornament was an important aspect of mapmaking during the 16th 
and 17th centuries. The role of this eclecticism in the overall development of cartographic 
decoration should not be overlooked. Tailoring this borrowed imagery to their individual 
needs, these cartographers produced maps that must be considered among the most 
beautiful from the golden age of decorative mapmaking. Moreover a study of the sources of 
this ornament can help in attributing and dating certain maps.  
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